 ecluded

Coral Lodge combines one of Mozambique’s most stunning beach locations with the country’s
rich culture and trade history. Situated on a spectacular peninsula within an unspoilt nature
reserve and only minutes from the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Ilha de Moçambique, Coral
Lodge is a unique blend of contemporary design combined with the utmost respect for the rare
and unique surroundings.

 atural

This Mozambican paradise with its miles of deserted beaches lends itself to a wealth of water
and land-based activities. The laguna and tides give life to the mangrove forest behind the sand
dunes which is popular with East African birds as well as bush babies, mongoose and monkeys.
The hard and soft coral reefs just off the coast from Coral Lodge are home to many species of
small fish and dolphins and offer a host of easy as well as more challenging diving spots.

nspiring

Explore the local culture with a visit to Ilha de Moçambique. This former Portuguese capital of
Mozambique is over 300 years old and rich in character and history.

Gain a rare insight into the local Macua people - become skilled at trading in the local market or
visit a family in their home and learn about the traditional life in the villages.



nforgetable

This beach sanctuary comprises just 10 luxury villas which tastefully blend luxury and comfort
with the authentic feel of Mozambican style and simplicity. The design skillfully uses an elegant
mix of wood and textiles to ensure the lodge sympathetically blends in with its surroundings
whilst incorporating the vivid colours of the area. The exquisite cuisine is made using local
ingredients with a key focus on fresh fish and market produce. Every dish is infused with enticing
Mozambican flavours mixed with European and Asian influences.

xplorable

Travel by dhow and discover breathtaking snorkelling spots, voyage to one of the uninhabited
local islands and enjoy a secluded picnic lunch or even learn to sail and catch fish. Return to the
comfort of Coral Lodge and indulge in a treatment at the spa while the chef transforms your
catch into a delicious feast bursting with Mozambican flavours. Venture out on a late afternoon
sail for sunset drinks as you watch the dolphins and whales that frolic along the coast.

xceptional

10 luxury villas, tastefully blend luxury and comfort with authentic Mozambique style and
simplicity. The design skillfully combines an elegant mix of wood and textiles to ensure the lodge
blends harmoniously in with the surroundings whilst incorporating the vivid colours of the area.

The bedrooms have been furnished with the award-winning Evening Breeze bed. These
beautifully-designed canopy beds allow for full climate control and provide you with a superb
sleeping experience. To keep it natural, the windows and shutters have been designed with
maximum adjustability in mind so that a gentle breeze can always flow through the rooms.

Reservations: +258 26 660 003
info@corallodgemozambique.com
www.corallodgemozambique.com
Varanda 9, Cabaceira Pequena,
Distrito Mossuril,
Nampula Province, Mozambique

